
Combining Antiipation and DynamiProgramming in Classi�er SystemsPierre G�erard1;2 and Olivier Sigaud11 Dassault Aviation, DGT/DPR/DESA78, Quai Marel Dassault, 92552 St-Cloud Cedex2 AnimatLab (LIP6), 8, rue du apitaine Sott, 75015 PARISpierre.gerard�lip6.fr, olivier.sigaud�dassault-aviation.frThis paper presents our work on the use of antiipation in Classi�er Systemsapplied to Markov problems. It alls upon lassi�ers with a [Condition℄, an[Ation℄ and an [E�et℄ part. We disuss the generalization problem raised byour experiments.1 IntrodutionOur work takes plae in the Learning Classi�er Systems framework. We modelan agent whih gets a pereptions and rewards from the environment, and atson it. In this framework, our basi assumptions are the following:{ rather than generating new lassi�ers with random geneti operators, wedrive the lassi�er disovery proess by experiene;{ rather than using a plain reinforement learning proess, the agent performslatent learning by using antiipation apabilities.2 Our algorithmLike [Butz et al., 2000,Stolzmann, 1998℄, the system we designed uses lassi�ersomposed of three parts. The lassi�er an be only �red if the [Condition℄ partmathes the urrent pereption. The [Ation℄ part de�nes how the system atson its environment when the lassi�er is �red. The [E�et℄ part antiipates thepereption resulting from the ation of the lassi�er if it is �red.Eah lassi�er is also given a quality whih is used to ompute an �-greedypoliy. In most ases, if several lassi�ers are mathing the urrent pereption,the system will hoose to perform the ation of the lassi�er with the highestquality.The learning proess di�ers from [Butz et al., 2000,Stolzmann, 1998℄ and[Witkowski, 1999℄. It involves two omplementary proesses:{ the latent learning proess disovers reliable lassi�ers modeling the dynam-is of the environment ;{ the reinforement learning proess takes advantage of this model of the dy-namis of the environment. It uses a Dynami Programming algorithm. Itestimates immediate rewards and uses the state transition information pro-vided by the [E�et℄ parts to ompute the qualities of the lassi�ers.



The latent learning itself involves into two distint proesses :{ the [E�et℄ parts are adjusted by omparing suessive pereptions;{ the system uses a areful speialization proess driven by experiene to dis-over [Condition℄ parts with an adequate level of generalization.3 The generalization problemIn lassi�er systems without [E�et℄ part [Wilson, 1995,Lanzi, 2000℄, a lassi�eris kept when it helps to maximize the payo� on the long run. When the systemperforms latent learning, the deision of keeping or removing a lassi�er onlyrelies on its ability to predit the next pereptions. It does not take ationoptimality into aount at all.This way of onsidering the �tness of a lassi�er gives rise to a new wayof onsidering generalization. A lassi�er is too general if a joker token in its[Condition℄ part prevents the antiipation to be aurate, regardless of the payo�.It is too speialized when its antiipation ability would remain aurate even ifsome joker were added in its [Condition℄ part, regardless of the payo�.Some lassi�er may have the right degree of generalization with respet tothe antiipation, and may prevent to use Dynami Programming methods likeValue Iteration. Suh lassi�ers antiipate well but math with several di�erentpereptions. Sine Value Iteration updates the quality of the lassi�er regardlessof the underlying state, they introdue pereptual aliasing.So, Dynami Programming methods seem inadequate for a system whihuses both antiipation and generalization. A straight-forward solution is to uselookahead planning rather than a variety of the Value Iteration algorithm. Butas a result, the system may su�er from a lak of reativity, and we must dealwith the reativity/planning tradeo�.Referenes[Butz et al., 2000℄ Butz, M. V., Goldberg, D. E., and Stolzmann, W. (2000). Investi-gating generalization in the antiipatory lassi�er system. Tehnial report, IllinoisGeneti Algorithm Laboratory, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champain. Availableat ftp://ftp-illigal.ge.uiu.edu.[Lanzi, 2000℄ Lanzi, P. L. (2000). Toward optimal performane in lassi�er systems.Evolutionary Computation Journal. in print.[Stolzmann, 1998℄ Stolzmann, W. (1998). Antiipatory lassi�er systems. In Koza,J., Banzhaf, W., Chellapilla, K., Deb, K., Dorigo, M., Fogel, D., Garzon, M., Gold-berg, D., Iba, H., and Riolo, R., (Eds.), Geneti Programming. Morgan KaufmannPublishers, In., San Franiso, CA.[Wilson, 1995℄ Wilson, S. W. (1995). Classi�er �tness based on auray. EvolutionaryComputation, 3(2):149{175.[Witkowski, 1999℄ Witkowski, C. M. (1999). Integrating unsupervised learning, mo-tivation and ation seletion in an a-life agent. In Floreano, D., Mondada, F., andNioud, J.-D., (Eds.), 5th European Conferene on Arti�ial Life (ECAL-99), pages355{364, Lausanne. Springer.


